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Real Estate Development Firm Uses Comodo’s Containment 
Technology to Protect and Secure Its Data 

CaseStudy: 

REAL ESTATE ORGANIZATIONS PROTECT 
THEIR CRITICAL DATA WITH COMODO  

Based in New Orleans, Louisiana, HRI Properties 
(HRI) is a full-service real estate development 
company and a national leader in the adaptive reuse 
of historic structures. The mission of HRI Properties 
is revitalizing cities by creating diverse, vibrant and 
sustainable communities. Through its subsidiaries, 
HRI has completed 70 large-scale projects for 
a total funding value of $2 billion which include 
5,114 apartment units, 4,116 hotel rooms, and over 
1,300,000 square feet of office and retail space.

Like many organizations and companies across the 
world today, HRI keeps all of its critical information 
on its clients hosted in the online world – where 
information can be easily shared, collaborated on, 
and maximized by the HRI employees.  Restricted 
information, such as contracts, permits, zoning rules 
and regulations, ordinances and budgets for HRI, 
all need to be protected and secured without the 
constant threat of malware or service interruptions. 

“We had a mixture of multiple antivirus solutions from 
multiple companies trying to protect our network 
and endpoints, and it simply was not working out for 
us,” said Wayne Clement, Jr., IT Security Analyst for 
HRI Properties. “We were experiencing occasional 
outbreaks.  Since the systems were disparate, 
there was no ability to centrally manage any of the 
information, which caused major interruptions and 
problems for our HRI team.”    

The lack of visibility into each endpoint’s antivirus 

software was extremely troubling for HRI, lacking 
any ability to proactively address new risks.  HRI 
started the assessment to bring in a new security 
solution that would deliver on three core needs:  
manageability of multiple endpoints from a single 
console, reports on endpoint status and activity, and 
protection of endpoints from new, unidentified and 
unknown threats. 

HRI properties evaluated Symantec, Kaspersky, 
McAfee and Comodo based on their own internal 
research to try and understand what would be the 
best option for HRI’s needs.  

In the end, Comodo endpoint security solution was 
selected as the clear winner for HRI Properties, 
due to its streamlined dashboard, implementation 
process and multiple layers of defense.  

THE ANSWER: ENDPOINT SECURITY WITH 
SIMPLIFIED MANAGEMENT  
Comodo Endpoint Security Manager (ESM) 3.4 
software brings seven layers of defense – antivirus, 
firewall, web URL filtering, host intrusion prevention, 
auto-sandbox (containment) and file reputation, and 
virus scope (behavioral analyzer) – together under a 
single offering for customers of all sizes, to protect 
them from both known and unknown threats.

Comodo’s patent-pending automatic containment 
technology eliminates malware outbreaks and 
operating system contamination by automatically 
running untrusted processes in a secure, 
environment on the users PC or endpoint.  

Key Features and Benefits of 
Comodo Endpoint Security 
Manager

• Standalone containerization
complements and enhances
any existing security
solution, to block unknown
files from infecting an
endpoint

• A seven layered defense
suite (Antivirus, Firewall,
Web URL Filtering, Host
Intrusion Prevention, Auto
Sandbox (Containment) and
File Reputation, and Virus
Scope (behavioral analyzer)
built on Comodo’s Default
Deny architecture

• Deep-dive analysis of
managed endpoints
operation through a single
click-and-dashboard view

• Patent-pending 
containerization technology
prevents zero-day malware
attacks

• Smart filtering to
automatically contain
and execute unknown
files without negatively
impacting system
performance or user
productivity

https://www.comodo.com/endpoint-protection/endpoint-security.php
https://antivirus.comodo.com/
https://antivirus.comodo.com/
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“For the technology needs of HRI, the automatic 
containment feature within Comodo’s technology 
really stood out to us.  It provided a clear way for us 
to not only create rules to limit and block untrusted 
applications, but for us to also isolate applications 
such as web browsers for computers that are used in 
a kiosk-type setting,” said Clement.

The Comodo ESM dashboard is used by the IT 
team at HRI Properties for panoramic insight and to 
control all aspects of endpoint protection and 
management. Its streamlined interface displays 14 
critical metrics at the hundreds of endpoints at HRI 
Properties, facilitating rapid alerting and remediation 
of issues. The HRI Properties administrators can also 
terminate endpoint processes, stop or start services, 
uninstall applications and delete unwanted files—all 
without causing any interference to the end user.

“We are very pleased with how Comodo’s endpoint 
security solution protects us from known and 
unknown threats.  The customization of ESM has 
allowed us to save a tremendous amount of time 
identifying, containing, and remediating outbreaks,” 
said Clement.   “The ESM console is a valuable 
source for information on all of our endpoints, 
providing a snapshot of resource utilization, event 
log entries, and overall protection strategy.  We can’t 
imagine using any other security software other than 
Comodo to protect our endpoints.”   

SUMMARY

For IT administrators, as well as CIOs and CISOs 
who need to prevent data breaches, Comodo 
endpoint security is the only solution that offers 
on-device, real-time containment. Unlike legacy 
approaches, such as blacklisting and sandboxing, 
Comodo endpoint security uses smart filtering 
to automatically contain and execute unknown
files, without negatively impacting the system
performance or the user’s productivity. 

Learn more about HRI Properties at

http://www.hriproperties.com/  

Get more information on Comodo endpoint 
security solutions and other leading Comodo 
enterprise security technologies by contacting 
EnterpriseSolutions@comodo.com
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